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Abstract 
This paper defines a new equivalence relation over the states of graphs labeled with prob
abilities and time feature. The Markovian aggregation technique and the observational 
transition relation compatibility are used. A computation a.lgorithm is provided using the 
technique of sequence equivalences of Milner. The reduced quantified view of a. state graph 
is defined as the quotient graph associated with the so-called Markovian-observational 
equivalence. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

The labeled state graphs constitute a. formalism which is extensively used for represent
ing the dynamic behavior of distributed communicating systems. A labeled state graph 
consists of a set of global states (a global state is composed of all the states of commu
nicating entities (local states)), and a set of arcs linking the global states and a set of 
labels associated with the set of arcs. Most often, the labels are of the "qualitative" or 
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254 Part Six Specification and Analysis 

logical (by opposition to quantitative) type appearing in the form of Predicate/ Action (a 
predicate can be a local condition or message reception; an action can be only local or 
covers too the emission of a message). 

A labeled state graph representing the dynamic behavior of a system is most often 
obtained by composing models representing each communicating entity (for example if 
each communicating entity is represented by a Petri Net (local Petri net), the global states 
are the global Petri net markings (composition of local Petri nets)). A labeled global state 
graph allows analysis of general properties (that do not depend on the system mission) 
and specific properties (that depend on the system mission and that are therefore based 
on graph interpretations). Generally, the labeled global state graphs can be of a large 
size and it is then highly difficult to validate the specific properties (given the difficulty in 
interpreting a large size graph). The abstract views of reduced graphs which are equivalent 
to the initial graph according to an equivalence criterion (which depends of course on the 
intended observation), offer a user-friendly means of validating specific properties. Thus, 
in the field of global state graphs with qualitative type labels (the well-used model of 
Plotkin, the Labeled Transition Systems), one often makes use of abstract views derived 
from projection techniques based on equivalence relations: the abstract view is given by 
a reduced graph which represents the modeled system relative to a set of events. The 
observational equivalence (known also a.s bisimulation equivalence of Park [Park, 1981]), 
proposed by Milner [Milner, 1980], is the basis of many of these equivalences. The most 
known are compared in [Van Glabbeek, 1990]. Projection (or reduction) is now a largely 
used technique to verify communicating systems [Simon, 1984, Drira, 1993]. 

However, in the current technological context featuring the advent of real time dis
tributed systems (concept of time constraints), one cannot only represent the dynamic 
behavior of these systems with labeled global state graphs only featuring qualitative at
tributes. Thus quantitative type attributes must equally be considered such as probabil
ities and times. In these conditions, validating the specific conditions requires obtaining 
quantified abstract views. To our knowledge, the notion of quantified abstract views 
is seldom or never utilized (except those, based on the exploitation, of the Markovian 
aggreg<1.tion technique [Kemeny, 1960], or the first passage time concept [Atamna., 1995]). 

In this paper, we propose to enhance probabilistic (and more generally stochastic) 
concept of aggregation with observational criteria. On the one hand, this allows us to 
compare states of a system with respect to both logical criteria. (possible tra.ces, associated 
deadlocks and all logical properties captured by observational equivalence and expressed 
by the Hennessey-Milner Logic [Hennessy, 1985]) and performance criteria (all properties 
captured by the Markovian aggregation technique). On the other hand, we will provide an 
algorithm to reduce the description of stochastic processes while preserving both criteria. 
Two cases are considered : the probabilized and the timed probabilized equivalences. 

This paper is composed by the following three sections: section 2 defines the randomized 
state graph, the structure obtained from Stochastic Timed Petri Nets and consisting in 
showing transitions of the modeled system with a probability label and a. timing label. The 
observational-Markovian equivalence is then defined. A computation algorithm based on 
k-equivalence is proposed. Section 3 illustrates the utilization of the result of the reduction 
(i.e. the quotient graph) on a small example of two concurrently executing tasks. Section 4 

gives some concluding remarks and future direction. 
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2 RANDOMIZED STATE GRAPH REDUCTION 

Definition 1 ((finite) Randomized State Graph: RSG) A randomized state graph 
(or shortly a randomized graph) is a triple 9 = (n, L, 6.), where: 

• n is a finite set of states. This set is ranged by p, q, p', q' · · ·. 

• L is a finite set of transition identifiers called alphabet. We shall call actions 
element of this set. This set is ranged by t, a, b, c · · · . 

• 6. ~ n X L X [0, 1] X (0, 00) X n. An element (p, t, v, e, q) E 6. is denoted p ~ p'. 
The value v denotes the probability to reach state q by executing transition t from 
state p after a sojourn of 8 time units at this state. 

The following condition is assumed on RSG: 

Vp E n : ( L v) :::; 1 
IEL,,E[O,I),OE[O,oo),qE!l,l>'4q 

When the graph is deterministic (i.e. at the most one successor q is possible from a 

state p by executing action t) the value v of the transition p!itq denotes the probability 
to execute action t. 

The randomized state graph represents the dynamic behavior of a Stochastic Timed 
Petri Net (Juanole, 1991, Atamna, 1994]. This graph is a stochastic object and is isomor
phic to an embedded chain (Howard, 1971] which makes usual performance evaluation 
techniques possible. The transitions are labeled by the Petri Net transition inducing 
the state changing, t, the branching probability, v, and the mean firing time, e, of the 
transition (called also the conditional sojourn time). 

When the time feature is not used, we simply write p !it q to say that state q is 
reached by transition t from state p with the probability v. Theoretically, we may accept 
arcs labeled by the same transition identifier t a.nd having the same origin and destination 

states: p ~ q and p 14 q. In this ca.se, when the time fea.ture is ignored, the probability 
value is the sum of the probability values associated with all time features. That is in the 

expression p !it q, the value v denotes L: , •' • v'. 
~'E[O,l),OE[O,oo),p ~ q 

When both probability a.nd mean time values are not used, we simply write p 4 q to 
say that state q is reached by transition t from state p (by non-zero probability). 

In order to simplify this presentation, we will consider the time feature only at the end 
of this paper to make a generalization of the untimed equivalences which will be defined 
in the next section. 

The Randomized State Graph is different from the probabilistic transition systems 
(PTS) of Larsen and Skou (Larsen, 1991]. In PTS, probability is used to annotate non
deterministic transitions (i.e. transitions that are in conflict and which have the same 

transition identifier). In a transition, p4~q, of this model, the value v denotes the prob
ability that the system reaches q after the action t is executed at state p (that is the 
conditional probability associated with the fact that the system reaches q knowing that 
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action a is executed) . This means that the probability to "lea.ve" 1 a. state by executing 
a. given action (represented by transition identifier t) belonging to the output of the state 
is l. Formally in the PTS model it is supposed that (when from state p at transition is 
possible): 

1:/p E n, 1:/t E L : ( L v) = 1 

vE[D,l],OE[O,oo),qEf!,p'c>q 

The randomized state graph does not suppose this condition and substitutes it by the 
weakest assumption given in definition 1 and which allows probabilities associated with 
different transition identifiers to be mixed. On the one hand, this has the advantage 
to provide weak equivalence allowing RSG to be more reduced than with Larsen's like 
equivalence. On the other hand, the reduced R.SG remains a. stochastic object supporting 
performance evaluation techniques. 

The PTS model is derived from the Labeled Transition System model of Plotkin and 
Milner's semantics of communicating systems based on observational criteria [Milner, 1980]. 
Within this model, systems are seen a.s a. black box with buttons (representing the al
phabet of the system). The system interacts with its environment: the weather as called 
by Milner, or the tester or observer in the testing theory of Larsen. PTS model is then 
an extension of LTS with probabilistic criteria.. In [Hansson, 1990] an alternating model 
(which uses two kinds of transitions: probabilistic transition and logical transitions) is 
used to represent quantified behavior of communicating systems. By introducing the idea 
of alternating bisimulation, an equivalence relation is defined within this model and used 
for axiomatic comparison of algebraic terms of a timed and probabilized calculus. 

The approach we propose here is different. We want to provide "observational" (or 
logical) criteria to distinguish stochastic processes represented by their randomized state 
graph. This graph is in practice automatically generated by analyzing a higher model: 
Stochastic Timed Petri Nets. The labels of transitions (i.e. actions) are not representing 
interaction (or communication) between the described system and its environment. They 
represent actions the system may freely (or internally) execute without being controlled 
by the environment. Such systems can be seen as a black box with several pilot-lamps 
(representing the actions set) instead of buttons. This makes unrealistic the PTS as
sumption which admits that the probability to leave state p by executing action a is 1, 
for any possible actions at this state. RSG model supposes that the action the system 
will execute at a given state does not depend on the choice of any environment. 

A probabilistic extension for transition systems was proposed in [Christoff, 1991] and 
is similar to the randomized state graph we are using in this paper. This work considers 
comparison of systems w .r. t. testing equivalences (probabilistic traces and failures). Con
trarily to the approach we propose in this paper, the work of Christoff does not consider 
reduction nor observational equivalence. 

1This unformal formulation is ambiguous. So we note here that saying "the probability t.o leave a 
given state" does not exclude this state from the set of reached states. 
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2.1 Observational Markovian aggregation 

This section presents first separately properties that an equivalence relation must satisfy 
to be considered as a Markovian aggregation or to be considered compatible with the 
transition relation. 

2.1.1 Notations 

This section is dedicated for mathematical representation of binary relation in general 
and of equivalence relation in particular. Equivalence relations, ;;,::, over n are transitive 
reflexive and symmetric binary relations that can be represented as subsets of the cross 
product: ;;,::~ n X n. A couple of states that are equivalent with respect to the relation 
;;,:: are usually denoted indifferently "p ;;,:: q" or "(p, q) E;;,::". In this paper we will use the 
first notation. 

partition associated with an equivalence relation Every equivalence relation in
duces a partition of the set n with disjoint subsets of n. The notation nj;;,:: denotes the 
partition of n associated with the equivalence relation ;;,::, and is called the quotient set 
of n by;;,::. That is nj;;,:: = {C1 , • · ·, Cn} is a. set of subsets of n such that every element 
of n is in one and only one equivalence clas& C;: 

• c,~n,ViE{1, .. ·,n} 
and 

• The partition is a coverage of the whole set: C1 u C2 U · · · u Cn = n 
and 

• different classes have no common elements: if i of j then C, n Cj = 0. 

Elements of the same class are equivalent states with respect to the considered equiva
lence relation: \fp, q E n, VC E nj;;,::: (p E C and q E C) iff p;;,:: q. 

Example Figure 2 gives two examples of partitions associated with observational ag
gregation and Markovian aggregation which are two equivalence relations over the state 
space of the RSG. For the first equivalence, the partition is composed of 3 classes: 
n;~ = {{1,2},{3,4},{ 5 }}. For the second equivalence, the partition is composed ---c1 c2 C3 

of the 4 following classes: n;~ = { {1, 2}, { 3 }, { 4 }, { 5 } }. Without loss of rigor, ----c: c~ c~ c~ 

we sometimes confuse equivalence relations (;;,::) with their associated partitions (nj ;;,::) 
instead of their representation a.s a set of couple of states. 

When using the cross product notations, we can write each equivalence relation as the 
set of all couples of equivalent states. For the example of Figure 2, we have: ~= {(1, 1), 
(2,2), (1,2), (2,1), (3,3), (4,4), (3,4), (4,3), (5,5)}, and== {(1,1), (2,2), (1,2), (2,1), 
(3,3), (4,4), (5,5)}. 
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Comparison of equivalence relations Comparison of equivalence relation may be 
defined and used using the cross product representation and the usual set inclusion relation 
s;; which is defined by: As;; B iff (a E A implies a E B). For the example of equivalence 
relations considered ip Figure 2, we have: =s;;~ since every couple of states of the set 
= is also an element of the set ~- When a relation ~2 is included in ~ 1 we say also 
that ~2 is stronger than ~ 1 because "~2 s;;~ 1 " is equivalent to "p ~2 q implies p ~ 1 q" 
which means that states that are equivalent for ~2 are necessarily equivalent for ~ 1 • 

Comparison of equivalence relations can also be equivalently defined using associated 
partitions. Formally it is easy to prove that "~2 s;;~ 1 " is equivalent to VC E 0./ ~2 there 
exists C' E 0./ ~ 1 such that C s;; C'. Moreover, it is easy to prove that this statement is 
also equivalent to the following one: every equivalence class of ~ 1 may be partitioned by 
a.n associated set of classes belonging to ~2 . Formally this means that if {C;};EI is the 
partition associated with ~1 and { Cjho is the partition associated with ~2 then there 
a partition of J, denoted Jj1r = {J1,···,Jk}, such that\;;//{ E Jj1r the set {CkhEK is a 
partition of one (and only one) class C;. This decomposition will be helpful for the proof 
of some properties over decreasing family of equivalence relations. The following figure 
illustrates this decomposition. 

~/~\ 
I I 
I I 
I I 

I I I \ 

~=~ 
Figure 1: Splitting equivalence classes 

In the sequel we will consider, over the state space D., equivalence relations that verify a 
given condition (as the Markovian condition), and we will look for the "largest" equivalence 
which verifies this condition. That is an equivalence relation ~Ls;; n X n such that 
condition p holds for ~L and such that every equivalence relation ~s;; fl X fl which 
verifies P is necessarily included within ~L- In other words we will look for the partition 
of w which groups as many states as possible in the same class (and then which has the 
less classes as possible) without breaking condition P. For the purpose of simplicity we 
will consider the cross product representation in the description of computation algorithm 
associated with the equivalence relations we will define here. 

Conjunction of relations is defined as intersection of associated sets. The statement 
"p ~ 1 q and p ~2 q" is equivalent to "p (~ 1 n~2 ) q". 

2.1.2 Markovian aggregations 

The Markovian aggregation is an analysis technique that consists in lumping the states of 
a stochastic process into classes, in a way that guarantees the following strong condition: 
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the probability for passing from one state class to another one does not depend on the 
state, and is the same for all the states of the class it belongs to. 

In [Kemeny, 1960], a strong condition of aggregation is given. By applying this condition 
to the graph structure, we are using here, the following definition is derived: a partition 
= is said to be compatible with the Probabilistic specification, and called Markovian 
equivalence, when it verifies the following property, called Markovian property: 

Vp, q E !1 : p :: q implies VC E !1/:=: Prob(p ~ C) = Prob( q ~ C) (1) 

where 
Prob(p ~C)= L Prob(p ~ q) 

qEC 

denotes the branching probability from statt~ p to class C, and where 

Prob(p ~ q) = 1/ 

v such that 3t: p~q 

denotes the branching probability from state p to state q. That is the probability to reach 
p from q by executing only one transition. 

2.1.3 Transition relation compatibility: observational property 

An equivalence relation~ is called observational aggregation (or equivalently~ is said to 
be compatible with the transition relation) when it verifies the following property called 
the observational property: 

. 1. { (i) Vt, whenever p -4 p' then for some q', q -4 q' and p' ~ q' 
p ~ q Imp Ies 1 1 

(ii) Vt, whenever q--+ q' then for some p',p--+ p' and p' ~ q' 

The transition-compatibility property is equivalent to the following condition: 

p ~ q implies VC E !1/~,p ~ C iff q ~ C 

Where p ~ C means 3p' E C: p -4 p'. 

113 
Randomized graph 

Cl C2 

113 

Observational aggregation 

C3 

Markovian aggregation 

Figure 2: example of observational and Markovian aggregations 

(2) 

(3) 

Observational aggregation is not a Markovian aggregation: Prob(3 ~ C1) -=fi P1·ob(4 ~ 
C1). 
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2.1.4 Observational-Markovian aggregation 

In this section we aim to define the largest Markovian aggregation which is compatible 
with an observational criteria defined as the transition relation compatibility relation. 
This aggregation is characterized as the largest equivalence relation which is compatible 
with both properties: the observational property and the Markovian property. 

A new probabilized equivalence is defined over the states space of a Randomized graph 
as the largest equivalence relation ~ verifying the following property: 

{ 
(i) Vt, whenever p 4 p' then for some q', q 4 q' and p' ~ q' 

p ~ q implies (ii) Vt, whenever q 4 q' then for some p',p 4 p' and p' ~ q' 
(iii) VC E f!/~, Prob(p--... C) = Prob(q--... C) 

(4) 

Clauses (i) and (ii) express that equivalent states have same "progress" possibilities 
whatever the executed transition is. Clause (iii) expresses that equivalent states have the 
same probability to lead to a given class C. 

Similarly to the original definition of the equivalence introduced by Milner in CCS, this 
equivalence may be characterized as the intersection of k-equiva.lences. 

Definition 2 (probabilized k-equivalenr.es) 

• p ~o q is always true 

{ 
(i) Vt, whenever p 4 p' then for some q',q 4 q' and p' ~k q' 

• P ~k+l q iff (ii) Vt, whenever q 4 q' then for some p',p 4 p' and p' ~k q' 
(iii) VC E f!/~k, Prob(p--... C)= P1·ob(q--... C) 

The following property states the k-equivalence family is decreasing and will be used 
for the proof of the next proposition. 

Property 2.1 ({~kh~o is decreasing) The sequence {~ .. }k~0 verifies: ~k+1 ~~k· 

Proof We show by induction that: for all k, p ~k+1 q implies p ~k q. 
First, we have obviously p ~ 1 q implies p ~0 q. Assume that p ~n+1 q implies p ~n q 

for all n :=:; k- 1, let show that p ~k+1 q implies p ~k q. 

p ~k+1 q implies Vt, whenever p 4 p' then for some q', q 4 q' and p' ~k q' 
(by induction hypo.) implies Vt, whenever p 4 p' then for some q',q 4 q' and p' ~k-t q' 

This means that ~k+1 satisfies the condition (i) of the definition of ~k· The proof for (ii) 
is similar. It remains to show that ~k+ 1 sati&fies the condition (iii) of the definition of ~k· 
This follows from the fact that if A and Bare two disjoint subsets off! (i.e. AnB = 0) then 
P1·ob(p--... AU B)= Prob(p--... A)+ Prob(p--... B); and then if Prob(p--... A)= Prob(q--... 
A) and P1·ob(p--... B)= Prob(q--... B) then Prob(p--... AUB) = Prob(q--... AUB). Indeed, 
P1·ob(p--... C) = Prob(q--... C) for all C E 0./~k and ~k~~k-1 (induction hypothesis) 
implies (since this hypothesis means that ~k- 1 is a partition of ~k which means that each 

. class of ~k- 1 is a union of disjoint classes of ~k) that Prob(p--... C) = P1·ob(q--... C) for 
all C E f!/~k- 1 which means that (iii) of the definition of ~k is verified. 0 
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Proposition 1 (characterization of ~) For finite gm.phs, the following equality holds: 

n ~k 

Let ~' denotes the equivalence relation nk>O ~k- We will show that ~=~' by showing 
that -
1. ~' verifies the property equation 4, and that 
2. ~~~' (i.e. p ~ q implies p ~~ q). 

We will deduce then that~=~', since~ is defined to be the largest equivalence relation 
verifying equation 4. 

Proof of proposition 1 

( 1) Since p ~k+l q for all k, we have if p 4 p' then, for each k, 3qA. such that q 4 q£ and 
p' ~k ql,. Since, we assumed, that the derivative set { q'; q 4 q'} is finite, we deduce that 

for some q', q 4 q' and p' ~k q' for infinitely many k. This implies p' ~k q' for all k, since 
the relations ~k are decreasing in k. Thus (i) of equation 4 is proved, and (ii) is similar. 
It remains to show that VC E 0./~', Prob(p "'-' C) = Prob(q "'-' C). That is if for all k, 
for all C E 0./ ~k, we have p ~k q implies Prob(p "->C)= Prob(q "'-'C) then 
p ~k q, for all k, implies VC E O.j(nk ~k): Prob(p "'-' C) = Prob(q "'-' C). This holds 
because the sequence (~k)k?;O is decreasing (see property 2.1). 

(2) we must show that: if p ~ q then Vk;::: O,p ~k q. 
This holds for k = 0. By induction on k, if we suppose that (p ~ q) => (p ~k q), then we 
can deduce from the definition of ~k+l that p ~k+l q. D 

2.2 A computation algorithm 

The equivalence ~k+l can be defined as F(~k) using the function F defined on equivalence 
relations = over n as follows: 

{ 
(i) Vt, whenever p 4 p' then for some q', q 4 q' and p' = q' 

Jl F(:=) q if (ii) \:It, whenever q 4 q' then for some p',p4 p' and p' = q' 
(iii) VC E Oj:=, Prob(p"" C)= Prob(q"" C) 

The algorithm of Table 1 can be used with this function F to compute the largest 
equivalence relation verifying the Observational Markovian property given by equation 4. 

~ := n x n 
Repeat 
~ . ·-~ -prevaous·--

~:=F(~) 

Until ~=~previous 

Table 1: Computing the Observational-Markovian Aggregation 
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The algorithm of table 1 denoted by <1>, describes computation of the limit of k
equivalences. Initially it is assumed that all states are equivalent to each others. This 
assumption is represented by the initialization of~ with n X n. In genera.! the algorithm 
can be started with another initial equivalence which is then represented a.s a. parameter 
of<!>. Moreover this algorithm is parameterized by the function F. The same algorithm 
may be used to compute the observational aggregation (respectively the Markovian aggre
gation) by taking only clauses (i) and (ii) (respectively only clause (iii)) in the definition 
of function F. To distinguish all these algorithms, we use the associated equivalence in 
subscript of <I> and the initial equivalence a.s a parameter. 

Definition 3 (quotient graph associated with ~) The quotient gmph (!1/=, L"'-, ~"'-) 
is defined by: 

• fl/= = { C;, i = l..n} is the state space quotient. The new state pa1·tition covers 
the initial state space: Ui=!..n C; = n and the new states a1·e pai1·wise disjoint: 
C; n Cj = 0 for distinct i,j. 

• L"'- <:;; P(L), the powe1·set of L, is the set of alphabet. An element of L"'- is a set of 
tmnsitions identifiers 1·epresenting all tmnsitions that relate a class to another. 

• .6."'- <:;; fl/= x L"'- x [0, 1] x fl/= is the tmnsition relation family. An element 

( C, A, T, C') of~"'- is again denoted C ~C'. Where A = {a E L : Vp E C, :lp' E 

C' : p -'+ p'} and T = Prob( C "'-' C') = Lp'EC' Prob(p "'-' p') = I: '·" v for 
p'EC',p----tp' 

anypEC. 

The definition of set A and value T are valid (i.e. A really exists and T does not depend 
on the state p which is used in its definition) since the following statements hold for the 
computed partition: 

• members of a. given class must have the same possible transitions leading to the 
same classes; 

• members of a given class must have equal branching probabilities to other classes. 

Remark 2.1 It is not correct to se1·ialize observational aggregation computation (<!>,) 
with M(l1·kovian aggregation(<!>=) to compute the Obsen•ational-M(l1·kovian aggregation(if><>!)· 
In Other w01·ds: <1>"'-(!1 x !1) =f. <1>,(<1>=(!1 x !1)) and <1>"'-(!1 x !1) =f. <1>=(<1>,(!1 x !1)). 
For instance, the figu7·e 2 depicts counte1'-eJ:ample. n = {1,2,3,4,.5}, <1>,(!1 X !1) = 

{{1,2},{3,4},{5}}, <1>=(<1>,.(!1 x !1)) = {{1,2},{3},{4},{5}} which is d1~1Jemd from 
<1>"'-(f! X f!) = {{1}, {2}, {3}, {4}, {5}}. 

2.3 Example 

In pract.ice, we can be interested in the behavior of the described system only with respect 
to some subset of transitions: flsmall = { t 1, ···In} <:;; fl. A reduced system can be obtained 
by renaming all transitions that do not belong to flsmall into a unique identifier different 
from those the user wants to distinguish: t 1/:. flsmall· 
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Markovian -Observational quotient graph 

Figure 1: Example of quotient graph 

For example the Graph of Fig. 4 is minimal and then cannot be reduced (that is it 
is equa.l to its quotient). But if we are interested only in transition a, we can rename b 
and c into a unique identifier, let's say d for example. The graph can then be reduced as 

{a,d} 
depicted by the figure. The transition Cl ---+ C2 means that: 
~ the system can go from state Cl to state C2 by firing transition a 

AND 
~ the system can go from state Cl to state C2 by firing transition one of b OR c. V•ie 

don't know if both are possible because the user decided to confuse them. 

a 

2/3 
A minimal Randomized graph 

Markovian -Observational quotient renamed graph 
(c and bare renamed into d) 

Figure 4: Example of quotient renamed graph 

2.4 Extension to timing features 

The previous equivalences can be refined using the mean timP parameter. The mean time 
from a. state, p, to a. set of states, C, can be defined a.s the weighted sum, 8, of the mea.n 
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times, 0, associated with any transition from state p to set C. Formally: 

2::: ····• v * e e = p'EC,p--tp1 

L , C a,11,0 1 lJ 
P E ,p---+p 

The refined equivalence is then defined by adding a fourth field in the definition of 
equation 4. The timed observational-Markovian equivalence is then defined as the largest 
equivalence relation over the state space of a randomized graph as the largest equivalence 
relation ~ verifying the following property: 

{ 

( i) Vt, whenever p ..!t p1 then for some q', q ..!t q' and p' ~ q' 
(ii) Vt, whenever q ..!t q' then for some p',p ..!t p' and p' ~ q' 

p ~ q implies (iii) VC E f!/~, Prob(p""'"' C)= Prob(q""'"' C) 
L 1 a,v,O 1 v•O L: 1 a,v,O 1 "'*(J 

(iv) VCEfl/~, tEC,p-+•" = tEC,q-+p v 

P'EC,pa.:.!:.:/J p1 p1EC,q a40 p1 

(5) 

This equivalence may be characterized as the intersection of k-equivalences similarly to 
definition 2 and proposition l. 

Definition 4 (tin1.ed probabilized k-equivalences) 

• p ~0 qis always true 

{ 

(i) 
( ii) 

• P ~k+I q '=def (iii) 

(iv) 

Vt, whenever p ..!t p' then for some q', q ..!t q' and p' ~k q' 

Vt, whenever q ..!t q' then for some p',p ..!t p' and p' ~k q' 
VC E fl/~k, Prob(p""'"' C)= Prob(q""'"' C) 

L a v 8 v•O 2:: a v e v•O vc E n;~. t'EC,p-'--' p' = t'EC,q-'--' p' 
k, v v 

P 1 EC,p0~9 p1 p1 EC,q0~0 p1 

Proposition 2 (characterization of ~) Fm· 1:mage-jinite graphs, the joll01m:ng equality 
holds: 

The quotient graph associated with this equivalence is slightly different from the one 
associated with the untimed observational-Markovian equivalence. In fact, the only new 
feature is the time parameter which must be added to the transition label. Transitions 

of this quotient graph are then of the form: C A~ C'. Where A and T have the same 
meaning as in the untimed definition and 8 is the weighted mean time as defined at the 
beginning of this section. The computation algorithm is obtained by extension of the 
untimed algorithm by adding the clause ( iv) to the definition of the function F used by 
this algorithm. For implementation purpose, this cla.nse can be simplified by removing the 
lower parts (i.e. denominators) of the compared fractions without changing the computed 
equivalence since these values denote in fact the probability features that must be equal 
according to clause (iii) of the same definition. 

For the special case when the randomized state graph is isomorphic to a. Markov chain 
(this case can occur if all the time distributions associated to transitions of the Stochastic 
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Timed Petri Net are of only one of the following types: exponential, geometric and dis
crete with a zero occurrence time), the timed and the untimed observational-Markovian 
equivalences coincide. 

3 EXAMPLE: PARTIALLY CONCURRENT TASKS 

In this section we consider the example of two tasks (A and B) which execute asyn
chronously each one two actions (first a1 then a2 for A; first b1 then b2 for B) and are 
then synchronized by either of transitions s1 or s2. 

This behavior is modeled by a stochastic Petri Net (figure 3) using exponential temporal 
distributions defined on [0, ao) by f( x) = >.e->."'. With the following values: for a1 (or 
b1) >. = 1 ;for a2 (or b2) >. = 2 ; for s1 (or s2) >. = 4· 

An associated quantified reachability graph is generated according to the technique of 

[Ata.mna, 1994]. This graph is depicted by figure 3. Transitions; ~ Sj of this graph 
means: from state s; action "a" can be executed with probability "p" at the mean time 
"t" and leads to state Sj. 

Figure 5: Stochastic Petri Net and its associated quantified graph 

Whenever we consider properties where A a.nd B have not to be distinguished, both 
actions "a." and "b" can be renamed into the same new action, say "c". Applying the 
(probabilized and timed) projection to this graph provides smaller graph than the initial 
one. Using the reduced graph can then be more convenient to quantify or to verify these 
properties. 

For example we can be interested in computing the probability that the modeled system 
executes without concurrency (i.e. every time execution of a given task is started, then 
this task must be achieved before the starting of the other t.a.sk: only sequences of the form 
al.a2.bl.b2 or bl.b2.al.a2 are accepted). This probability can be easily computed on the 
reduced graph by considering the unique path corresponding to the sequence cl.c2.cl.c2. 
With cl (resp. c2), being again the first (resp. second) action of either task A or B. 
Computing this value on the initial graph would proceed a.s if the behaviors were to be 
distinguished and would explore paths for both A a.nd B. The user ha.s to identify in total 
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10 transitions among 14 and to make 16 multiplications (every then) and 3 additions 
(every or): 

al,l/2 a2,2/3 bl,l b2,1 sl,l/2 
1 ~2then2~4then4~7 then 7~9then9 ~ 1 or 

al,l/2 a2,2/3 b!,l b2,1 s2,1/2 
1 ~ 2 then 2 ~ 4 then 4 ~ 7 then 7 ~ 9 then 9 ~ 1 or 

bl,l/2 b2,2/3 a!,! a2,1 sl,l/2 
1 ~ 3 then 3 ~ 6, then 6 ~ 8 then 8 ~ 9then 9 ~ 1 or 

bl,l/2 b2,2/3 al,l a2,1 s2,1/2 
1 ~ 3 then 3 ~ 6, then 6 ~ 8 then 8 ~ 9then 9 ~ 1. 

On the reduced graph (figure 3) this probability is computed by considering only 5 
transitions (among 7) and by making 4 multiplications: 

{cl},l {c2},2/3 {cl},l {c2},1 
C1 ~ C2 then C2 ~ C4 then C4 ~ C5 then C5 ~ C6 then 

{sl,s2},1 
C6 ~ C1 and is: 1 * 2/3 * 1 * 1 * 1 = 2/3 which is the same as 
1/2 * 2/3 * 1 * 1 * 1/2 + 1/2 * 2/3 * 1 * 1 * 1/2 + 1/2 * 2/3 * 1 * 1 * 1/2 + 1/2 * 2/3 * 1 * 1 * 1/2 

probability that the property holds for task A probability that the property holds for task B 

We can also compute the probability of the maximal concurrency (that is two action 
of the same task are always separated by an action of the other task.) by considering 

{cl},l {cl},l/3 {c2},1 {c2},1 
C1 ~ C2 then C2 ~ C3 then C3 ~ C5 then C5 ~ C6 then 

{sl,s2},1 
C6 ~ C1 and get: 1 * 1/3 * 1 * 1 * 1 = 1/3 which equals the expected value, 1- 2/3, 
considering the complementarity of this propriety with the previously computed one. 

Figure 6: Reduced graph obtained by projection after renaming a and b into c 

In practice, much more results can be computed using only the reduced graph. In
deed, we can obtain both the transient and the steady state solution of the aggregated 
stochastic process by only using the own informations of the quotient graph (stochastic 
and topological information), and then we can directly obtain most of the performance 
criteria relatives to the original graph. 

Furthermore, the previous equivalences can be refined by adding another clause to 
guarantee that all the equivalent states of a class have also the same input probabilities. 
In this case, all the equivalent states of a class will then have the same probabilities in 
both transient and steady state solution. And then we can say that this aggregation have 
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been made without any lost of information (we can directly obtain all the performance 
criteria of the original graph by only using the own information of the quotient graph). 

4 CONCLUSION 

In this paper Markovian aggregation and Milner's k-equivalences were grouped and used 
to define the Markovian-Observational equivalence. This allowed a simple algorithm to be 
proposed to reduce randomized state graphs w.r.t. both observational and probabilistic 
(and mean time) criteria. We have considered tha.t all actions are observable, and showed 
how renaming actions can be used to contribute to more reduce the input graph. Using 
the example of the synchronization of two tasks, we have shown the utilization of the 
reduced graph to compute or to verify behavioral requirements. 

This work constitutes a first attempt to propose a framework to reduce transition 
graphs labeled with probabilities and times and to provide a methodology for an auto
matic implementation of the strong condition of the Markovian aggregation. Indeed, the 
Markovian aggregation technique provides a method to verify that a given partition of 
states into classes lead to Markovian process. 

This work will be continued and refined with more probabilistic and timed features (for 
example by dealing with the quasi-lumping techniques [Courtois, 1986]). We also aim to 
consider the problem of reduction with unobservable actions. 
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